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INTRODUCTION

In search of a physical but ambulant space through which
we could come together in spite of the distance, we spent
some time considering the possibility of producing
something like a newspaper. As the opportunity of
transforming her dissertation into an artistic/curatorial one
in the Tank (Museum of Contemporary Art and Design,
Costa Rica) came up for Sofia, she suggested we
collaborated under the framework of this project so to
produce our first publication.
In keeping each other company, emotionally supporting our
processes and injecting each other’s thinking with
references and through ongoing discussions, we have been
inevitably working on projects that although one could say
quite different nonetheless converged. Amelie has written
on images of the globe and interconnectedness that could
pose an alternative to a distant and supposedly allencompassing way of seeing. Deniz presented an exhibition
at Depo in Istanbul that reflected on the legacy of colonial
circulation routes, tracing the geographies enabled by the
Suez Canal through the present ecosystem and sociality of
the Giza Zoo. And Sofia’s proposal for the Tank was a
theorization, out of an exercise of approximation to the
Darién Gap (Southern frontier of Central America and the
first area of consideration for canal construction before the
actual location of the Panama Canal), where history and
geography interpenetrated.
In this way, we tried to pull some big concepts out of these
three projects that could allow us to explore their
possibilities of convergence while also having enough space
to work on our separate interests. These were words that
seem to be everywhere, buzz words. Cartography. Mapping.
Ways and technologies of seeing. Visibility. Although we
recognize how generic a project framed under those terms
may seem, we took on the challenge to compose and rip
apart definitions not only through thematic approaches but
also through our own way of working (not to assume that
we know what we mean by them, to take distance from a
way of speaking that mobilizes affects and impressions out
of words imbued with an aura).
In this way, these words were our trigger and node for us to
break apart, to go on our own directions and produce
reflections while knowing that at some point we had to
come back to each other again, pulled together by these
initial and malleable abstractions, so to give them a sense of
specificity, to respond to them with an honest awareness
and make sense of them altogether.
________________________________________________
This is the first issue of what will become a series of strange
textbooks. We could also call them visual maps, zines,
experimental newspapers or a compendium of ideas. We
use this as a way for us to stay in touch and as an
experiment for how to think together when we are far away
from each other. Ideally, sometime in the future, we will
invite others to go along with us.

For this first issue, we had to learn how to work together
when not together in one place, but scattered across the
world – in Costa Rica, Turkey, Germany. Thinking together
becomes a difficult task when there are oceans between us,
when climate makes some sweat some freeze, when even
time holds a different meaning depending on where you are
and when we feel the pressure of our environment in
different ways and in different parts of our bodies. How to
synchronize schedules, hormones, love lives, technology
and moods? And above all, how to get rid of our
stubborness of what we believed was the right thing to do?
When we wanted to make communication channels work
for us, they didn’t seem to channel anything but rather left
us existing in parallel worlds. At times, it seemed the only
moment we came in contact was when we realized that we
have been misunderstanding each other all along. We
realized what we needed when we didn’t get it. We learned
to say yes, when we had to say no. We are still figuring out
what a compromise is, and how it can feel rich and not
impoverished. When we make compromises (‚com‘ =
together and ‚promis‘ = a promise) what are we ‘promising
together’?
__________________________________
The publication aims to bring together different research,
means of communication, temporalities, visibility points,
and relationalities. The index page which presents a partial
mind map is to guide through certain big but not allencompassing words that are threading the various layers
of the content together. Movement, vision, and
environment are not specific to any of the materials in the
publication but are rather notions that all three of us have
repetitively come back to.
There are various decisions we had to make in terms of the
ordering and layering of the material. These decisions are
not dictating a rigid way of reading the text but rather to
point to different layers of visibility and invisibility that are
questioned, challenged, and hopefully disturbed in the text.
An unstable and fluctuating surface is positioned to
introduce a conversation on what is hidden, what seeks to
remain hidden, what floats to up top, and how all these
questions are always intertwined with how and in what
context they are being placed (not figuratively but also
conceptually) next to/under/on top of/ around one another.
Having clarified these decisions that we made, the
publication calls to be read in ways that we are not able to
discern right now and the surface is only there to be
constantly
crossed
out.
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I’m not sure how that conversation can be inflicted as a
structure.

I mean this is precisely the challenge..

I’m a bit confused. I think the more we talk, the problems or
lacks with this project become much more varied.
It was a temporal thing. We keep forgetting. We forgot those
initial conversations we had, the fact that we did at one point
have quality time.

I can work on stuff for one million years and never finish.

Or do you think there is more to this timely aspect than just
being quicker? Is it another problem as well with the time? For
instance, do we not have enough time to spend on this?
You can talk while you’re walking to the bus or like formats
that works for us.

How can we be quicker when everyone is so busy?

This is the first image of the earth
as a whole, shot from outer space
by NASA in 1972. In its
mesmerizing appearance, set
against a black background like a
precious jewel in a case of velvet,
this image lead to a quasisublime imagination of the
planet: a single entity, united,
fragile and delicately beautiful.

The astronaut Sultan Bin Salman
explains: “The first day or so we all
pointed to our countries. The third or
fourth day we were pointing to our
continents. By the fifth day we were
aware of only one Earth.” This kind of
changing awareness towards the world
describes a common cognitive shift
while viewing the Earth from outer
space.

Due to this image, humans were able
to gaze towards the Earth for the first
time, instead of always looking up
from it. They were now able to look
at a totality, experiencing ‘one Earth’,
and seeing themselves as bounded
humanity. The photograph had an
immense impact on social and
environmental movements in North
America and Western Europe of the
1970s and their imagination of a
globally connected environment. It
brought
about
a
heightened
ecological awareness and a new
sense of global unity, where now the
true meaning of interconnectedness
could be understood.

…

THE LIGHT OF PASSOVER SETS TO THE DISCOVERY OR SMALL THEORY OF THE HIDDEN
Walter Benjamin
Hiding means leaving footprints. But some that are invisible. It is the art of easy hands. Rastelli * hid things in the air.
The more aerial a hiding place is, also more ingenious. THE MORE IN SIGHT, THE BETTER.
Therefore, you never have to hide anything in the drawers, in closets, under the beds or on the piano.
Fair play in the middle of Easter morning: HIDE EVERYTHING, but you can discover it without having to move any object.
But do not hide it carelessly: a fold on the mat or a bulge in the curtain can give away that place where you have to look.
Do you know the story of Poe entitled The stolen letter? Then you will remember the question: "Have you not noticed that all those who
hide a letter put it in a hole for example in the leg of a chair, do they hide it at least in some well-hidden hole? »**. Well, Mr. Dupin - Poe's
detective - knows that too well. And that's why he finds the letter where his astute rival has hidden it: inside a card holder placed on the
mantelpiece, in FULL VIEW OF EVERYONE.

The most obvious place is the least expected.

You never have to search the room. Well, Easter eggs must always be hidden in the living room;
and the less ordered it is, the better.
In the eighteenth century, scholarly writings were written about the rarest things: about
abandoned children and haunted houses, about types of suicide and ventriloquists. I can very
easily imagine one on how to hide Easter eggs competing in erudition with all those.
My treatise would be organized into three different parts or chapters and would expose the reader
to the three fundamental principles that correspond to the art of hiding.
First: the beginning of the clamp. It would be the instructions to take advantage of joints and
cracks, the teaching of the art of suspending eggs between locks and latches, or between some
frame and the wall, or between the door and the hinge, or even in the lock and between the doors
heating pipes.
Second: the principle of the filling. This chapter would teach how to use eggs as plugs in the neck
of a bottle, or as candles on a candlestick, like stamens in a chalice, like a bulb in a lamp.
And, third: the principle of height with the principle of depth. As is well known, we first see what is
in front of us, at the level of our eyes; then we look up, and only in the end do we worry about what lies
at our feet. We can put the smallest eggs in balance on the frames of the pictures; the big ones, on
the chandelier - if we have not gotten rid of it yet.

BUT THIS IS NOTHING COMPARED TO THE INNUMERABLE AND INGENIOUS SHELTERS
THAT WE HAVE AVAILABLE ONLY FIVE OR TEN CENTIMETERS ABOVE THE GROUND.

Well, we have
the grass that
hides them in
the
different
shapes of the
legs of the table,
the baseboards
and the fringes
of the carpet,
the bins and
pedals of the
pianos;
there
will be no doubt
where
the
authentic Easter
hare will lay
eggs, as a tribute
to the house of
the great city.
And since we are
in a capital, let
us say a few
words
of
consolation for
those who live
between smooth
walls with steel
furniture
and
have rationalized
their existence,
leaving aside the
calendar of the
parties. If you
take a look at
your
gramophone or
your typewriter,
you will find that
in that tiny space
there are as
many holes and
hiding places as
in a seven-room
house in makart
style.

“Drug cartels in Central American
have developed a sleek new
smuggling vehicle that is practically
impossible for law enforcement to
track by radar, crime experts say.
The criminals have replaced older,
slow boats with sleek 'Picuda'
models that are long, thin and can
confound detection methods, the
analysts said. Picudas can go as
much as twice as fast as traditional
smuggling vessels while carrying
around a one ton of illegal drugs
each.”

PRINCIPLE OF TIME –VERY HIGH SPEED

How could we arrange the material in the newspaper as a game of visibility? What tactics of avoidance are possible?
How things move and how they think of their environment in order to move?

“But the most successful way of
smuggling drugs is by boat.
Submarines to be more precise…
80% of drugs smuggled from
Mexico come via a maritime route,
and 30% of those are narco subs,
Business Insider notes. The subs
can carry as much as 7.5 tons of
cocaine, and they’re kind of
difficult to catch. They’re made of
lead so they can’t be detected with
infrared, and they can’t be found
with radar or sonar because they
sit below the water.”

PRINCIPLE OF SPACE –
UNDERNEATH THE OCEAN’S SURFACE

TACTICS VERSUS STRATEGY
Michel de Certeau
The setting of strategy, notes de Certeau, is always the purview of
power. Strategy presumes control. Strategy is self-segregating, in the
same way administration and management are self-segregating,
setting itself up as a barricaded insider. The strategic leaders become
the subject; the led and the enemy become the objects. Strategy
presumes an in-group that carries out campaigns.
In contrast to strategy, de Certeau characterizes tactics as the purview
of the non-powerful. He understands tactics not as a subset of
strategy, but as an adaptation to the environment, which has been
created by the strategies of the powerful. The city planning
commission may determine what streets there will be, but the local
cabbie will figure out how best to navigate the lived reality of those
streets. This art of making-do is what de Certeau calls bricolage, a
process that often implies cooperation as much as competition.
Strategy, de Certeau recognizes, makes two presumptions: control
and an in-group. The inherent contradiction of strategy is that the
control is never perfect and the situation upon which the strategy was
constructed is always changing, which constantly makes aspects of
the strategy obsolescent. The self-segregation of in-groups magnifies
these myopic aspects of strategy, because the walls that keep others
out also obscure their vision. Strategy becomes dangerously selfreferential.
Tactics, on the other hand, are action in a constant state of
reassessment and correction, based directly on observations of the
actual environment.

This arrow of trade (in which Foucault's heterotopic ship is
not an escape from but an entry into the space of conflict)
became our subject. It offers an opportunity to think about
how the "business of business" in this context may be
better than the business of war, and how a "free port"
created in Somalia by the lack of a customs regime,
mirrored by Sharjahs' "cheap port", produces a "free trade"
not governed by the WTO. With conflict up ahead and
economic crisis at its tail (and pirates in the middle), this
movement of goods and their sailors may trace old trade
routes, but maps out something new: a contemporary
landscape of new and used objects, refrigerators, dentist
chairs, pink limousines and baby food, labour, charcoal (the
only bulk item on the return journey), Asian and African
diasporas, and giant wooden ships being built in Salaya,
Gujarat.

In relation to this, I have been thinking of the
history of the sea, by focusing on the things
that move but in terms of tactics rather than
strategies, so let's say the canal builders versus
the pirates: those that impose a system of
movement which becomes the so-called
environment and those who then think of how
to move through that dominant environment.

One thing that I have been looking at for
instance is all the naval development done by
the narcos in order to move through the sea in
a way that the police doesn't catch them, and
the technologies are quite amazing. For
instance, I saw once that they build this
submarine and also at some other point, I saw
a super-fast boat that they use in the
Mediterranean. So, they use in the first case
the movement under the surface of the sea
and in the other they think more in terms of
time, furtive movement, and velocity.
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reciprocity, in which to love is full, selfsufficient…

It means that we are able to speak of parasites and pirates, with affection. It means
that the fundamental unit is not mass, it is momentum...

VELOCITY, NOT SPEED, AFRICA, NOT GEOGRAPHY, THE
LINES, NOT JUST THE QUANTITIES…
Not up or down, but sideways...
This does not mean that we just replace one abstraction with
another. It means that when boats going to Somalia carry
dentist’s chairs and steel and used clothes and cars, and those
coming back carry charcoal, or frankincense, and often nothing
at all, we can sense the change in perspective, and perhaps
change our own. The boats may remain the same, but everything
changes, smells different, stacks up in A different way, is
differently valued. Everything changes, but not to its inverse…

THE WAY OUT IS NOT THE OPPOSITE OF THE WAY IN,
IT IS ANOTHER ARROW.”

This piece is a response/an elaboration on the
exhibition titled My Dear Friends curated by Deniz
Kirkali and bringing together works by Irish artist
Bryony Dunne and Egyptian photojournalist Roger
Anis.

My Dear Friends, presented two distinct approaches to Egypt’s
Giza Zoo which portrays the contemporary dynamics of Egypt
That have been heavily impacted by the region’s colonial past. The
zoo is home to flora and fauna that were uprooted and imported to
The British colony through the Suez Canal. Over time, it has become a
powerful image to address colonial narratives and man-made corridors
while also pointing to the present-day repercussions of these historical
movements. The exhibition presented the zoo as a fictionalized space for
reflecting on various forms of circulation that have enabled the expansion
and dissemination of power.
I had asked, at the time; How do living creatures, ideologies and cultural agendas
all circulate? How have these movements, initially aimed to exhibit colonial wealth
and ownership, intervened on the fauna, flora and marine ecosystems in the
larger region? What are their cultural consequences?
These questions have only multiplied in the past months.
Spaces I found myself in, far places I visited, friends I have connected through
digital technologies despite long distances only fed these questions.
Being in Costa Rica and inside the tank, I added new commas to my list of
circulations. The Chiquita bananas, Sofia Villena’s drawings of the birds in the
interior of the tank, artisanal beers becoming a trend, people flying in and out with
bags full of chocolate and coffee beans, Spanish the language, another canal, another
riot just a little north of the Costa Rican border.
Learning about new local specificities may sometimes foster the more global phenomena.
Looking into designated spaces has been one way to go around it. It allows for a meeting
point for the past and the present. The space brings its layers of inheritances, past lives, ghosts,
long-deads, unborns, short-liveds.
My Dear Friends was an offering of an alternative view of a designated space. It was partly
fictional. A reconstruction of a past rather than its mere retrieval. Scrutinizing the archive and
contemplating such spaces of complex dynamics requires looking at the layers of inheritances and
history right in the eye. And this, following Agamben on this, is the ultimate contemporaneity.

ON
HIDE
AND
SEEK
I have been thinking a
lot about the notion
of play through a
friend and a
colleague who has
been working with
the topic. Hide and
seek is a funny one.
The whole set of
tactics one develops
throughout the game
is entirely
paradoxical. You hide
in order to get found.
The tactics you
deploy are doomed
to fail. Its playfulness
-an additional layer of
playfulness than just
what playing games
entails- resembles
flirting. And life itself.
Hiding to be sought.
The idea that
someone is looking
for you, seeking you,
wanting to find you. I
believe it has a lot to
do with romance.
I recently took a walk
with a friend to the
beach. I also wanted
to ask her: “What do
you think of hide and
seek?” “It's a funny
one”, she replied. You
hide and you don't
want to be found
because you want to
win the game but you
also, fundamentally,
wish someone will
find you at one point.
I like hide and seek.
The exhilarating run
to the "searcher's
corner", to me, is a
great imagery for
contemplating life
(hah).

SOME REFLECTIONS ON CROOKED GROUNDS
Dears,
For a while now, I wanted to tell you about these two works that I have been
thinking about lately, one by Robert Smithson, the other by Kader Attia.
‘Thinking’ is not the right word here, as they much more just appeared,
repeatedly, on the surface of my mind. They stayed there for a bit, blankly, and
vanished again. I was wondering what to do with them, because they didn’t do
anything, they were just there, sticking around taking up space. They didn’t
even seem to realize that I was there, thinking them, they absolutely didn’t
want anything from me. But they were strangely turned towards each other,
mirroring and infinitely reflecting across the Atlantic ocean and across four
centuries. It is obvious why these pieces speak to each other. Look at them!
And yet the way they were facing each other was not consensual. Without
knowing what they are doing, it was clear that they were were here for quite
different reasons.
Ever since us three started exchanging ideas on metaphorical spaces,
meandering from historical maps to imaginative geographies, hiding methods
and tactics of movement, I am clinging to this question: What can be seen
when moving through space with disorientation, when the ground is liquid or
the sight is disturbed? What is seen when the perspective is not linear but
crooked? It is about what is seen, what is not seen, who is the seer and all the
long and filthy rat’s tail that is attached to this. Frankly, I cannot find myself in
discussion around ‘making the invisible visible’ and or the potential of opacity. I
feel we are more curious about the question of who dances on the tipping
point between remaining unseen and being spotted. Who secretly performs the
next pirouette that decides on the tip of what becomes visible or not? We know
that we not only find one dancer but many (coming from far away as well),
forming a messy choreography within a very small designated spatial and
temporal field.
These curious considerations must be the reason why these two art works
accompany me since a couple of weeks. Robert Smithson’s Yucatan Mirror
Displacement from 1974 is a famous work where he travelled through Mexico,
equipped with square mirrors and placed them, or following the title,
‘displaced’ them, within nine different landscapes throughout the country. As
this work was never intended for visitors in the first place, what is left today are
the photographs of the placements and a text he wrote while installing the
works over a period of four weeks. The text is dizzy; you feel it is hot, the air is
thick, and everything becomes blurred, while he is looking down on the map of
Mexico, studying “a tangled network of horizon lines on paper called ‘roads’,
some red, some black”. He indicates the precise locations of where he travels
and gives detailed information about the site, and yet it almost becomes
hallucinatory when he reflects on the irrationality and indifference of deep time
and deep space that he encounters on his trip. Really, it seems that the
disorientated moving seer (here, Smithson) and the observed natural
surrounding (nine sites in Mexico) are not dancing together within the same
field.

Learning about new local specificities may sometimes foster
the more global phenomena.
It means that when boats going to Somalia carry dentist’s
chairs and steel and used clothes and cars, and those
coming back carry charcoal, or frankincense, and often
nothing at all, we can sense the change in perspective, and
perhaps change our own.
How can we trace directions of trade on
the surface of our own experience? How
are global phenomena hidden in our
personal lives? How do I, and my body,
circulate in secret, without me noticing?
“The question of care today ultimately concerns learning
how to practice it from small-worlds nested within a bigworld continuum, where local-global relationships can, if
not must, become more readily accessible to thought.”

And then there is Holy Land by Kader Attia, a work of 45 mirrors that he
first installed at the seashore of the Canary Islands during the first
Architecture Biennale at Fuerteventura in 2013. Directed to the sea
(where if you were able to see far away enough, you would look at the
Moroccan coast 100 kilometres across the sea) the mirrors reorganise
actors within spatial relationships and put them within a web of sight
lines. I imagine people staring at the mirrors and asking: Who, besides
me, sees me? Those coming from the sea, after having crossed the
ocean from North Africa, the Biennale visitors approaching the mirrors
from the land, residents of Fuerteventura moving between the mirrors,
sometimes seeing themselves, sometimes the sky, the sand, the waves,
they all exist on one plane now, a crooked plane, swirling your mind
until you don’t know where you actually stand. But then, where you
stand is or pulled down into a collective inhabitation, where those who
arrive in a possible future belong to it as much as those who you have
accidently captured in your selfie in front of the mirror. One might start
to speculate about the not-yet-here-others to whom one is already in
relation within a constellation of view points, where someone might be
seeing you without you noticing. You cannot get out of it. And you are
certainly not the master overlooking the knots of seeing you are
implicated in, but dependent. No matter who comes from where,
approaching the mirrors from their black backside (residents of
Fuerteventura or Biennale visitors) or from the reflecting front (people
arriving from the sea, Attia refers to refugees arriving to Europe from
North Africa) you have to see (or if not see then anticipate) each other
in the mirror cabinet. Does it mean the way we relate here on the
seashore of Fuerteventura is made flat, even, same? Well no,
everybody sees something else for different reasons, and everybody is
differently responsible for what oneself and what others are capable of
seeing. One suddenly might see the myriad relations within oneself is
entangled, with those who are not yet visible, and might reconfigure
one’s own position towards them on a crooked ground.
It becomes clear that the use of mirrors in both works has nothing to do
with the narcissist motif, a beloved trope of Western praise for selfrecognition, or if so, then in a deconstructive way, as they are either not
interested in a viewing subject in the first place, as Smithson’s piece; or
the idea of individually bound self-knowledge is presented as illusion
when what is reflected in the mirror hardly shows the seer but much
more a reflection of sight lines, as in Attia’s work. Turning them against
each other, we see the artist among the dancers on the tipping point of
what becomes visible in a particular constellation of surrounding,
device and seer. In both pieces, the mirror becomes the spatial and
temporal field, on which the artists decide who they invite to dance
with and who not.

FOUCAULT ON MIRRORS

FOUCAULT ON TIME
VERSUS SPACE

I believe that between utopias and these quite other
sites, these heterotopias, there might be a sort of mixed,
joint experience, which would be the mirror. The mirror
is, after all, a utopia, since it is a placeless place. In the
mirror, I see myself there where I am not, in an unreal,
virtual space that opens up behind the surface; I am
over there, there where I am not, a sort of shadow that
gives my own visibility to myself, that enables me to see
myself there where I am absent: such is the utopia of
the mirror. But it is also a heterotopia in so far as the
mirror does exist in reality, where it exerts a sort of
counteraction on the position that I occupy. From the
standpoint of the mirror I discover my absence from the
place where I am since I see myself over there. Starting
from this gaze that is, as it were, directed toward me,
from the ground of this virtual space that is on the other
side of the glass, I come back toward myself; I begin
again to direct my eyes toward myself and to
reconstitute myself there where I am. The mirror
functions as a heterotopia in this respect: it makes this
place that I occupy at the moment when I look at myself
in the glass at once absolutely real, connected with all
the space that surrounds it, and absolutely unreal, since
in order to be perceived it has to pass through this
virtual point which is over there.

“We are at a moment, i believe, when our experience of
the world is less that of a long life developing through
time than that of a network that connects points and
intersects with its own skein. One could perhaps say that
certain ideological conflicts animating present-day
polemics oppose the pious descendants of time and the
determined inhabitants of space. Structuralism, or at
least which is grouped under this slightly too general
name, is the effort to establish, between elements that
could have been connected on a temporal axis, an
ensemble of relations that makes them appear as
juxtaposed, set off against one another, implicated by
each other—that makes them appear, in short, as a sort
of configuration. Actually, structuralism does not entail
denial of time; it does involve a certain manner of
dealing with what we call time and what we call history.”
Our epoch is one in which space takes for us the form of
relations among sites.

“The inspiration and temporary venue for deep sea minding, the second
convening, is the desert, the driest of lands.
Deserts as ghost oceans.
The connection between the desert and the ocean is a journey in time. From
the remembrance of a desert that was once submerged in water to a future
when the depths of the sea will conquer it again. The sea awaits patiently for
its return, and in the meantime, the Californian desert will remain the
testimony to a changing reality tainted in shades of pink.”

AN AESOP TALE: THE SHIPWRECKED MAN AND THE SEA
A shipwrecked man struggled mightily against the waves and was finally cast ashore, more dead
than alive. After a while he awoke, and looking upon the Sea, loaded it with reproaches. He argued
that it enticed men with the calmness of its looks, but when it had induced them to plow its waters,
it grew rough and destroyed them. The Sea, assuming the form of a woman, replied to him: “Blame
not me, my good sir, but the winds, for I am by my own nature as calm and firm even as this earth;
but the winds suddenly falling on me create these waves, and lash me into fury.”

…
However, through the work done
by
particularly
postcolonial
thinkers in the past decades, the
ideological
and
ambivalent
political and social claims
attached to this image have been
interrogated.
And
very
importantly, it has been shown,
what this view of a seeming
totality is also hiding. One of
these hiding aspect is the
situatedness of the image, which
means that the view from above,
the ‘gaze from nowhere’ came
about from a particular location
within a particular historical
moment.
As
environmental
theorist Elizabeth DeLoughrey
shows, it is not a global image,
but an American image of the
globe. More precisely, the image
emerged within the period of the
cold war, where the US military
used satellite imaging from space
as means of surveillance to spy
on Russia and Asia, and by that
followed the idea that who
occupies space will also control
and
manage
the
earth.
Consequently,
critics
have
pointed to the ways in which
many kinds of visualizations of
the globe are closely tied to the
histories of modernity and
colonialism. The point is precisely
that these connections to powers
and control that brought about
this image are not visible within
the photograph itself, which
instead foregrounds a simplified
imagination of a humanitarian
project of universalism, of peace
and brotherhood, where the
unity of humans on this planet
overcomes borders, conflicts and
differences.

…

For me, taking time, the silence and not bringing things together
immediately was not a big problem but the most difficult thing
was how we were working when we were trying to communicate
those very separate things.
It was a methodological challenge for me which then became
very emotional. You know my reaction to the Google Doc
towards the end of the process. It was a bodily reaction, the whole
thing was giving me serious anxiety and physical symptoms like
stomach aches.

That confusion could have been resolved much earlier.

For me this is much more interesting than the research itself.

Throughout the time, my confusions were slowly fading. Well,
anyways. That’s it- end of my monologue.

I’m getting dressed, do you want to go?

For some reason, it feels quite detached from my personal life or
what I want to share with you.

For me, there were some other problems and I was really lost
because of this misunderstanding.
If it doesn’t feel more personal or bodily, I get completely lost.

…
Against this background, I want to ask the following
question: What other images do we need or are already
in the making that give us necessary imaginations of the
global, but that do not reproduce universals that flatten
socio-cultural and historical differences? Can we
speculate about what happens if we try to understand
global connections not from an image that aims at
grasping the whole through a total view, but to learn
about the planet from the ground, from within particular
and specific places and their relations among each other?
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